
 

5280 Solutions Announces Release of Dynamic Payables(TM) for Microsoft Dynamics 
Platform

Dynamic Payables(TM) Significantly Reduces the Cost of Processing Invoices 

DENVER, Feb 27, 2007 /PRNewswire-FirstCall via COMTEX News Network/ -- 5280 Solutions, a premier software development, 
consulting and systems integration organization, announced today the general release of Dynamic Payables(TM) for Microsoft 
Dynamics. Accounts payable departments gain efficiencies through Dynamic Payables'(TM) automated invoice recognition 
combined with workflow prioritization, process controls, audit tracking and real-time expense visualization. Although Dynamic 
Payables(TM) integrates with virtually any business-management solution, it performs seamlessly on the Microsoft Platform with 
Microsoft Dynamics and effectively leverages other Microsoft products. 

    Features of Dynamic Payables(TM)

    *  Automatically analyzes and extracts all data from scanned invoices
    *  Prioritizes and routes transactions with electronic workflow that
       enforces business rules
    *  Matches invoices to purchase orders for payment reconciliation
    *  Enables accurate coding, approval and transaction processing
    *  Ensures comprehensive approval audit trail for compliance
    *  Automates processing for non purchase order check requests
    *  Stores electronic images of all invoices and supporting documents for
       direct retrieval through Microsoft Dynamics
    *  Increases payment visibility to accurately analyze spending in
       real-time 

"Dynamic Payables(TM) saves appreciable time and effort while increasing accuracy, tracking and immediate visibility of all 
payment transactions," said Mike Randash, Vice President of 5280 Solutions. "We have integrated powerful invoice recognition 
automation with new Microsoft product releases including Dynamics, SharePoint and Windows Workflow Foundation." 

5280 Solutions will be demonstrating Dynamic Payables(TM) at the Microsoft Convergence Conference 
(www.msconvergence.com) March 11-14 in San Diego, Calif. Microsoft Dynamics users are invited to bring invoices to the 5280 
Solutions exhibit booth to witness how easily invoice processing may be automated and integrated with Microsoft Dynamics.  

About 5280 Solutions 

5280 Solutions, a division of Nelnet Technology Services LLC, a Nelnet, Inc. (NYSE: NNI) company, is an award winning 
systems integration, software development and Microsoft consulting organization with an international client base. 5280 
Solutions is a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner and Microsoft Business Solutions Partner that excels in providing complete, fully 
integrated Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solutions to increase end user satisfaction and productivity. 5280 Solutions 
provides solutions and consulting on Microsoft products including Dynamics, SharePoint, Office and InfoPath and extends the 
Microsoft investment with industry leading products from Open Text and Ultimus. For more information, visit 
www.5280solutions.com.  
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